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Preface

Again it has been a long time since I published my recent web log articles on wc3lib. As I've 
finished my final school and begun studying I had some time to improve wc3lib massively. 
Although there had been a huge amount of work I couldn't finish any World Editor like tool since 
this would take much more time or simply many more people. While my recent article was almost 
only about wc3lib's MDLX support this one is about all supported formats and changes. As you can
read in this much older article I published I've planned to add custom MPQ support to wc3lib a long
time ago. For me as developer it's exciting to see how my plans became real and I finally got read 
support for MPQ archives in wc3lib as you can read in the MPQ support section of this article.  
Reading my first wc3lib related web log article is quite amusing since I hadn't had any real plan of 
what to do, only of what to get.

This documentation was initially created on 1th July 2011 and I started thinking of my next web log
article some time before. Therefore I am glad to present you this one and maybe to spark your 
interest in old fashion Warcraft III modding.

https://diemachtdesfeuers.wordpress.com/2009/10/24/wc3lib/
http://wc3lib.org/
https://diemachtdesfeuers.wordpress.com/2011/05/14/wc3lib-mdlx-view-implementation/
https://diemachtdesfeuers.wordpress.com/2010/05/25/wc3lib-mpq-support/


Changes

Core:
The core got some more changes in order to reduce custom types in separate modules and provide 
more generic ones which can be used by all modules.
Therefore some classes have been added to the core:

• Rgb  , Rgba and Bgra – different required color formats.
• BasicVertex   – based on boost::array it stores several coordinates and provides some general 

operations
Some primitive types are provided by the core's “platform.hpp” header and should be used instead 
of redefining any custom types in each module.

BLP support:
BLP read support has been improved massively. Some months ago we didn't even have BLP JPEG 
compression read support. By now, functions of JPEG compression and decompression have been 
split up to make them usable in threads. Please consider that it really doesn't make much sense to 
split up paletted operations, too since there's only some continuous reading from data stream, no 
calculating operation.
Anyway, JPEG decompressing and compression should be much faster now, especially on multicore
systems, at least if there is some huge MIP maps. When I implemented JPEG writing functionality I
had some problems in understanding how the header is written down that it can be shared for all 
MIP maps. Relating to this you can check out this thread and this one where I finally got some help 
from user “Shadow Daemon” who created the widely used tool BLP Laboratory.
BLP image write and read functions allow you to only write or read a limited amount of MIP maps 
now which increases performance for GUI only texture displaying operations as well since they 
only need the largest MIP map and of course for image conversions into PNG or TGA files, for 
instance. Additionally, you could call the write function with a quality parameter which is of type 
integer and can be up to 100. It's only used for JPEG/JFIF compression.
Finally, the whole BLP support has become much faster. MIP maps are stored in vector now, color 
palette is stored as array, as well etc.

MPQ support:
As Boost C++ Libraries do provide different stream compression filters in their component 
“iostreams”, bzip2 and zlib decompression functionality is based on “iostreams” API now which 
heavily reduces the code's complexity. Besides the new API provides unbuffered array devices 
which increases performance and decreases memory usage in many situations.
Furthermore, file locking for the MPQ archive itself and its corresponding files as well is 
considered and supported now.
Some minor buffering changes of sector streams should improve its performance and reduce its 
memory usage (including those new array devices).
Class mpq::Mpq uses Boost C++ Libraries multindex component for storing hash, block and file 
entries now.
Multindex containers can be used to index values with several keys and hashes which can be 
fetched by member functions as well. Therefore files are indexed by their corresponding block, hash
and file key and additionally stored as sequenced list, for instance. These changes increase memory 
and processor usage for storing and adding/removing entries but also increase performance 
massively when searching or accessing files and other entries.
During August 2012 sector offset calculation and sector data decryption got some important fixes 
that finally MPQ files could be read properly (not tested for all types of files used in Warcraft III 
yet).

http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1mpq_1_1_mpq.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/platform_8hpp.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1_basic_vertex.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1_bgra.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1_rgba.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1_rgb.html
http://www.wc3c.net/showthread.php?t=107500
http://www.hiveworkshop.com/forums/members/shadow+daemon/
http://www.hiveworkshop.com/forums/warcraft-editing-tools-277/blp-shared-jpeg-header-202480/
http://www.wc3c.net/showthread.php?t=110410


Illustration 1: MPQ debugging with generated file info files

Illustration 2: Generated file info file



Illustration 3: Another generated file info file



Map support:
There is some more basic classes declared and defined in header file “platform.hpp” now:

• Format – basic abstract format class for all necessary formats
• FileFormat   – basic abstract file format class which provides some version, file name and file

id information (useful for abstraction, used by classes W3m and W3x for storing all map 
modules as well)

• BasePosition – 2-dimensional position class which provides several operators as well (e. g. 
class Tilepoint derives from it, can be used for sets, maps and unordered containers).

Additionally, there is some new classes:
• Value   – used by variant values stored for custom units and other custom objects (uses 

boost::variant)
• MetaData   – Contains all data which is shared be object meta data (units, items, upgrades 

etc.).
• Object   – one single object of meta data identified by its unique id

The class map::Txt can be used for all files of Warcraft's TXT format which is divided into sections 
of key-value pairs:
//***************************************************************************
[TriggerCategories]
// Defines categories for organizing trigger functions
// Key: Arbitrary category identifier
// Value 0: Display text
// Value 1: Icon image file
// Value 2: Optional flag (defaults to 0) indicating to disable display of category name
//

TC_ARITHMETIC=WESTRING_TRIGCAT_ARITHMETIC,ReplaceableTextures\WorldEditUI\A
ctions-AI,1

Although having some problems at the beginning, the solution using Boost Spirit seems to be the 
most intelligent one in concerns of maintaining the code in the future. The grammar can be changed
very easily. Hopefully, I will be able to add such a parser for other text-based formats as well, like 
for example MDL.
map::TriggerData uses the TXT format class to load all data from “UI/TriggerData.txt” which is 
required for the trigger editor to resolve trigger actions and variable types etc.

http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1map_1_1_txt.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1map_1_1_trigger_data.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1map_1_1_object.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1map_1_1_meta_data.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1map_1_1_value.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1map_1_1_file_format.html
http://www.c-plusplus.de/forum/p2341635#2341635


Here's a list of already fully supported formats where fully means read, write and of course store 
support:

Warcraft III formats

File name(s) Type Warcraft III Warcraft III: The 
Frozen Throne

“war3map.w3c” cameras supported -

“war3map.w3u”, 
“war3map.w3t”, 
“war3map.w3b”, 
“war3map.w3d”, 
“war3map.w3a”, 
“war3map.w3h”, 
“war3map.w3q”

custom objects supported (custom 
units)

supported

“war3map.w3o” custom objects 
collections 

supported -

“war3map.wct” custom text triggers supported

“war3map.w3u” custom units (without 
The Frozen Throne)

supported -

“war3map.w3e” map 
terrain/environment 
(tilepoints etc.)

supported -

“war3map.imp” imported files supported -

“war3map.w3i” map info (players, 
author etc.)

supported -

“war3map.mmp” menu minimap (neutral
buildings, player start 
locations etc.)

- -

“war3mapMap.blp” minimap (simple BLP 
texture) 

supported supported

“war3map.wpm” pathmap supported -

“war3map.w3r” rects

“war3map.shd” shadow (static, 
calculated by doodads)

supported -

“war3map.w3s” sounds supported -

“war3map.doo” trees supported -

“war3map.wtg” triggers supported -

*.w3m Warcraft III maps supported -

*.w3x Warcraft III: The 
Frozen Throne maps

-

*.w3n Warcraft III: The 
Frozen Throne 
campaigns

-



Furthermore, Boost scoped enumerations, smart pointers and faster containers are used now. For 
instance, most of the map data which has size values stored is loaded in 
std::vector/boost::ptr_vector since I decided that someone who want to make it extensible could still
reserve enough vector space or map something in his own container and create a vector afterwards 
when saving/exporting everything.
As map terrain, players, triggers etc. couldn't be used in the Editor's GUI yet, you can edit the map's
data using automatic scripts/programs which could replace tools like GMSI or ObjectMerger (text 
macro statements using vJass).
For further information check out the specification.

MDL support:
When MDX reading and writing had been implemented properly I decided to allow at least MDL 
writing which is much easier than parsing an MDL file.
The MDLX module got some basic template-based functions to write MDL types very easily into 
an output stream. Therefore I added properly support to all types which means an MDX file can 
now be converted into an MDL file.
This is why the tool “wc3converter” supports MDX to MDL conversion now.
For MDL reading as mentioned before I hope to get a nice parser based on Boost Spirit. Maybe 
instead of writing MDL with some customized functions using Boost Spirit's Karma would make 
more sense but I haven't fully figured out this yet, so I am just happy for now that I am able to write
MDL files from MDX files.

Editor support:
Class BlpCodec provides BLP codec access for OGRE now. Therefore, BLP textures can directly 
read by the corresponding OGRE scene. Write support probably won't be added since it's to 
complex to support conversation between all formats and it's moreover unnecessary because image 
conversion is already handled by Qt BLP classes.
Resource management and its I/O operations have been improved by using KIO::NetAccess 
functionality to download and upload files. Hence remote files can be used as well now.
Class OgreMdlx is more independent from class ModelView now. It directly provides saving and 
loading functions.
Class Texture unites native BLP, QImage and Ogre::Image instances. It derives from class Resource
just like OgreMdlx and therefore provides saving and loading functions, too. Team colors and glows
are stored as Texture instances to increase performance. Of course class Texture's behaviour still 
must be optimized on many points since only some edited textures need to be stored as BLP etc.
Therefore, one single Texture instance needn't necessarily store all three different images. They are 
optional and can be loaded on manual request!

By adding new resource meta data classes equivalent to those which are provided by module map, 
it's possible to read various meta data SLK files now which is necessary to get all object data 
changes of maps and campaigns. SLK format is not directly supported as spread sheet format there's
only a simple parser to parse all SLK files used in Warcraft III properly. Export is easily to 
implement (if you ignore all spread sheet formatting stuff which currently is ignored when reading 
data) but not necessary to do basic object editor operations. Of course it should be possible to edit 
SLK files as well in the final editor version since some object data such as tilesets, cliff types or 
sounds cannot be edited via such changes recording formats as there are for units, doodads, abilities 
etc. so you would have to edit the original SLK files.
The old SLK module has been dropped since it was too complicated and unnecessary.

Class MpqPriorityList does also support I/O operations via KIO::NetAccess now. My aim is to 
create editor module classes which are as independent as possible that you can run them as single 

http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_mpq_priority_list.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_meta_data.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_texture.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_resource.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_model_view.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_ogre_mdlx.html
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_blp_codec.html
http://www.wc3c.net/tools/specs/index.html
http://www.wc3c.net/showthread.php?p=1050064
http://www.wc3c.net/showthread.php?t=106485


application only (e. g. you want to edit some object data, just run the object editor). Therefore, each 
module class and each resource class gets only one single MpqPriorityList instance as source which
theoretically could be an Editor instance which can be checked via member functions. This leads to 
a highly flexible design where sources can be shared or each instance can have its own. Of course 
the source can be changed at runtime and all resources should be reloaded from the new source if 
required.

To support the MPQ protocol as common archive protocol in KDE I wanted to use KIO::SlaveBase 
until I recognized that there's already the class ArchiveProtocol in package kdebase-runtime which 
supports several archive formats such as tar. Unfortunately, it's not available in the public API of 
KDE so you have to rewrite the whole code in your custom class.
Therefore I submitted a feature request.
At least I was able to implement class MpqArchive based on KArchive which is the base class of all
archive format classes used in KDE's I/O slave.
One day you should be able to open and edit MPQ archives via Konqueror or Dolphin just like tar 
archives. Platform and locale specification (which is supported by MPQ for each file) might be 
specified via URL.
Later I discovered a tool called SMPQ which does exactly the same thing based on StormLib's 
MPQ implementation and which I use myself for creating MPQ archives used in my other project 
“Die Macht des Feuers”. For Gentoo Linux users I do also provide an ebuild for this program.

https://gitorious.org/ebuilds/ebuilds
https://launchpad.net/smpq
http://wc3lib.org/api/html/classwc3lib_1_1editor_1_1_mpq_archive.html
https://bugs.kde.org/show_bug.cgi?id=277615


MDLX support/project work (school):
On Tuesday (2011-06-28) I had to present my project work in school which only includes MDX and
BLP read and display support. Read this article to get more information about MDLX support.
By now, we have better team color selection dialog but all in all it haven't been changed much 
(except resource handling: independency of class OgreMdlx and new class Texture which were both
mentioned above).

New website/API documentation:
As the project uses external code repositories now (see below) and the default SourceForge project 
website doesn't show what really is necessary and important about the project I created a newly 
structured website on https://wc3lib.org which shows links to all related stuff.
In addition, I've uploaded a Doxygen-generated API documentation of wc3lib that users can see 
how work is going on and what classes are there. Probably it won't be up to date until there are real 
releases (like for “Advanced Script Library”).

New repository:
“SVN is crap and GIT is awesome.” In my opinion that's the opinion of most users who have 
changed to GIT (like me). GIT is much more flexible and easier to use actually, so wc3lib's new 
repository is reachable under:
https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/wc3lib

Advanced Script Library has been moved to GIT, as well:
https://gitorious.org/advanced-script-library/asl

Besides I've uploaded some restructured repositories of old projects (without the old SVN version 
information):
https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/vjassdoc
https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/vjasstrans
https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/vjasside

Modularization:
In September I added much better modularization support to wc3lib because its long compilation 
time was very annoying when I only wanted to test the mpq application, for instance. Before I  
added this feature we only had CMake compile definitions “EDITOR”, “DOC”, “STATIC” and 
“NORUNTIME”. By now, we have real CMake options for each module of wc3lib plus option 
“PLUGINS” which can be used without “EDITOR” to install BLP and MPQ plugins. Option 
“APPS” can be set if you want to build all applications as well.
At the moment CMake files try to detect the best solution for given options. Automatically. For 
example, if you set “PLUGINS” but KDE, OGRE or Qt is not found their plugins simply won't be 
installed (might help Windows users) whereas you surely need all three libraries when using 
“EDITOR” option. Probably when the “editor” module is much more usable than now I will add 
more options for all “editor” components (e. g. “object editor” or “trigger editor”).
In my opinion strong modularization increases amount of users since they're allowed to use only 
those parts they really need. It really reduces the project's dependencies when only using “mdlx” 
module and its corresponding application for proper file conversion, for example.
By the way, applications are detected automatically as well. If you don't set option “MPQ” but set 
“APP” it doesn't try to build tar-like application “mpq”.

https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/vjasside
https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/vjasstrans
https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/vjassdoc
https://gitorious.org/advanced-script-library/asl
https://gitorious.org/wc3lib/wc3lib
https://wc3lib.org/
https://diemachtdesfeuers.wordpress.com/2011/05/14/wc3lib-mdlx-view-implementation/


Tools (app module):
As mentioned before there is already some applications like “mpq” which allow you to use some 
general functionality of the library. Those tools are used for testing, as well and prevent any library 
users from writing their own different programs for the same tasks. The module is called “app” and 
has to be enabled with the corresponding CMake option which of course is part of the 
modularization.
This is a table of all currently existing tools:
mpq Tar-like application for the “MPQ” format which

allows extracting and modifying MPQ files very
easily.

wc3converter Command line based format conversion tool. 
Allows you to convert MDX files into MDL 
files for example. Supports file extension based 
format detection.

jasstrans Port of my gettext-like command line tool which
extracts strings from JASS/vJass files and 
creates and updates WTS or FDF files. The port 
is still under development. This tool is only 
required if you want to translate your map into 
another language.

tilesetter Command line based tool for modifying map 
environment files (W3E). For example, allows 
you to reassign cliff types. This tool isn't quite 
read for effective usage yet.

wc3editor/wc3model/wc3texture GUI tools for the Warcraft III World Editor 
emulation.
Each World Editor module gets its own binary 
and can be run separately as standalone 
application.

Desktop Integration:
There is a MIME type XML file now which adds all Warcraft III related MIME types to your 
FreeDesktop environment such as KDE or Gnome. Therefore your Desktop Environment detects 
automatically matching files and applications which should be used to open them.
FreeDesktop shared MIME info specification supports binary magic numbers detection which helps
your environment to detect files like MPQ archives which do start with such magic numbers.

ebuilds
As I am a happy Gentoo Linux user I appreciate all software out there which has a corresponding 
ebuild usable in Gentoo's package system portage. During my time as Gentoo user I got familiar a 
little with the ebuild specification and how to write ebuilds and since wc3lib uses CMake it's very 
easy to create an ebuild for it.
So here it is:

You can find my ebuilds right here. They include ebuilds for my other repositories as well as smpq 
and StormLib.

https://gitorious.org/ebuilds/ebuilds
http://www.gentoo.org/proj/en/portage/
http://devmanual.gentoo.org/ebuild-writing/
http://www.gentoo.org/
http://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Specifications/AddingMIMETutor
http://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Specifications/shared-mime-info-spec/
http://www.freedesktop.org/
http://gitorious.org/wc3lib/vjasstrans


Future

As you can see everything is going on slowly but when the core gets usable the great potential for 
creating new modding tools for Warcraft III increases rapidly. MPQ and BLP modules do not only 
provide features and functionality in a more structured, object oriented way, they partly increase 
performance of operations and could be used on nearly all platforms now. Maintenance is much 
easier, just take a look at the source code of StormLib and its GNU/Linux support. In my opinion 
the main thing what makes wc3lib really useful is the fact that it brings some GUI support, as well. 
Qt image plugin for BLP, freedesktop MIME types and KDE MPQ I/O slave plugin make Warcraft 
III core formats usable for normal users who're using KDE. You could open BLP images just like 
normal ones or extracting files from MPQ archives using Konqueror or Dolphin.

Over the last years, Warcraft III modding community had been reduced by a big amount of people. 
Not only because of its old engine since there is always some people who would like to play a nice 
funmap in Battle.net. It's rather because of many restrictions using Blizzard's World Editor or other 
tools. Just take a look at the 3D area. If you don't have 3dsMax 5 or not even 3dsMax itself you 
probably won't easily create models for Warcraft III. Tools like War3ModelEditor still have bugs 
which won't be fixed anymore. Its source code cannot be compiled easily on Unix systems and uses 
Direct3d routines instead of OpenGL. Other tools like Warcraft3Viewer do not even have some 
source code with them.

People have tried to increase World Editor's usability by tricks like DLL injection as Grimoire 
provides. JNGP is the only reason why I didn't cancel my modification “Die Macht des Feuers”. 
Now imagine features like map pathing brushes, exporting and importing parts of your map terrain 
properly, using local variables in trigger editor, modifying custom weather effect, unit sound, splat, 
tileset, cliff types or lightning effect SLK tables or simply selection groups for easier placement in 
map editor. Sometimes Doodads cannot be moved or placed properly because it's not that easy to 
specify your selection or placement coordinates and rotation. Terrain and water height values cannot
be defined exactly. All these features would help people to create better maps and therefore increase
the number of people making Warcraft III funmaps.

At the moment the lack of a usable pathing editor is one of the reasons why it's hard to finish “Die 
Macht des Feuers”. I hope some developers who are interested in Warcraft III modding/formats 
support will join the wc3lib project since it's really much work to do this alone. It really helps me if 
you only try to compile the code on your machine and report bugs to make this project more usable.

Finally, you should bear in mind that for myself it's only a project for fun and learning some stuff 
about C++, Boost, Qt, KDE, OGRE and software development itself. Don't expect me to recognize 
that no one cares anymore about Warcraft III which is in my opinion one of the best classical games
;)

http://www.wc3c.net/showthread.php?t=86652
http://www.freedesktop.org/standards/shared-mime-info
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